	The Situation at the End of 1916
Bethmann's statement for the first time brought G.H.Q. into the field of politics to support the Government. This I regretted deeply. It ought not to have happened. G.H.Q. had consistently held aloof from all political activity, and had no wish to alter its policy in this respect. This made the political excitement roused by von Bethmann's step all the more embarrassing to the Field-Marshal and myself. Nevertheless, G.H.Q. came, in fact, more and more to be regarded as responsible for the adoption or non-adoption of unrestricted submarine warfare.
At the beginning of October we had discussed unrestricted submarine warfare with the Chief of the Naval Staff, also the question when to begin it. In the course of the correspondence opened by the Chancellor on the matter, we again urged him on the 5th October to settle the question of responsibility. He replied on the 6th, with the statement that the decision really lay with the Emperor, as War Lord of the Empire, but that it was also a question of foreign policy, owing to its effect on neutrals. The Chancellor was therefore, constitutionally, the only person responsible, and could not transfer the burden to anyone else; but the judgment of the Field-Marshal would naturally have the greatest weight with him. This standpoint was incontestable. The Field-Marshal was not in a position to relieve the Chancellor of any of his responsibility, and had never even thought of doing so ; I fully agreed with him. The Chancellor's declaration was, however, a substantial change of front when compared to his earlier statements which had been made on the assumption that we were opposed to the submarine warfare.
In October, 1916, submarine-cruiser warfare began, ships being stopped and searched. This met with good success, and had an embarrassing effect on the economic situation of the enemy. It spoke well for the submarine weapon. Soon however the enemy's defensive measures against our boats were improved, and results fell off considerably.
In estimating the economic effects of the various forms of submarine warfare we were compelled to rely on the judgment of the Chief of the Naval Staff and of the Chancellor. G.H.Q,

